STUTTON VILLAGE SOCIAL MEETING
COMMITTEE MEETING THURSDAY 20th April, 7pm ST. AIDAN’S

PRESENT:

Emily Tudball
Lynsay Wrigglesworth
Nigel Hilton (part)
Chris Cully
Sophie Hilton
Mags Moore

Chris Morris
Mike Grayson
Paul Spurrier
Julie Cully
Nadine Meilam

APOLOGIES: Kath Bird, Michelle Hilton, Julie Chadwick, Paul Chadwick.
1. Welcome and Apologies
Emily welcomed everyone to the meeting and gave the apologies.
Emily Welcomed Jon Roberts and Mike and Gill Hainsworth to discuss
the summer fete.
2. Action from the previous meeting.
The minutes from the previous meeting were confirmed as correct, and
the actions still left are as follows:
Actions from previous meeting
Nigel to purchase litter picks sticks.
Emily to do the village survey by the end of June.
3. Previous Events
Easter was another great success despite the weather. Everyone put
in so much effort; and we should all be very proud of ourselves yet
again. The money had not been counted up yet but Sophie will update
us when she has. A special thank you goes to the sub committee
Kathy, Sophie and Mags and Mike for allowing us to use the church, so
thank you!
Action
Sophie to update us on the final amount.
Shooting, Mike gave an update; he said that another great day was
had by those that attended. He said he was a little bit disappointed
that 7 people drop out the week before which he said is why we need
to take payment upfront before events; but the 13 who did attend had a
great day including a brilliant breakfast at the Crooked Billet. Thank
you Mike for organising this for everyone.
4. Future Events
The Summer Fete, Saturday 24th June2017, 12.00 to 18.00 approx.

Emily welcomed Jon Roberts, Mike and Gill Hainsworth to this part of
the meeting as Jon will be organising his annual dog show and the 5 &
10K runs/walk on the morning of the fete.
Jon confirmed he will be doing the run/walk the same format as
previous years along with the dog show to follow; he just want to
confirm times which we have provisionally said the run/walk will start at
11.00, with the dog show starting at approx 13.00 finishing at approx
14.30 depending on how many dogs have entered. He confirmed the
run last approx. 1hr and the dog show approx 1.5hrs.
Jon confirmed he want the big marquee like last year; Stewart has
confirmed this is OK. Jon also confirmed Charlie is letting us use the
smaller marquee from the Albion’s, and the netting and stakes for the
dog arena inside the marquee.
Mike and Gill Hainsworth are bringing the band from Tadcaster
Grammar School to play. They will play 2 x ¾ hr slots and will work
around the dog show and SSC plans for the day. Timing will be
confirmed nearer the time. Gill confirmed the band will need:
15 x armless chairs - The ones stored in the garage at H&H
Electricity x 5 sockets – Will be a generator
Gazebo or perhaps the marquee – Already sourced
Flat ground or a stage - Chris Cully said he can bring staging for
the band to stand on.
Food and drink for the band members approx. 26 students. – They will
be catered for.
Gill and Mike left the meeting.
Jon Roberts asked about advertising, posters up around the village and
perhaps a flyer like the SSC have done for other events. Chris Morris
will design print and distribute posters around the village as well as
facebook; as all agreed we need to advertise it now. Jon said he would
email the previous posters to him. We all agreed that we would put
posters up in Tadcaster.
Action
Jon to email the format of the posters to Chris Morris
Chris Morris to design the new posters and put them up around the
village and into Tadcaster.
Food and drink for the event, Paul Chadwick is applying for an alcohol
licence and we discussed possible options for food.
BBQ – have set times for cooking and alternate cooking between us.
Hog Roast – David Fieldhouse.
Sonali to do curry.
Bar to be stocked with beer from Rudgate Brewery and boxes of wine
and G&T’s
Ice Cream van

Action
Paul Chadwick to apply for licence if he’s not already done so.
Lynsay to check availability with David Fieldhouse
Nigel to check availability with Sonali.
Mike to check with Keith Andrews (marra) he’s available next time he
has an ice cream.
All to report at the next meeting.
Cake Stall all agreed we would have a cake stall, suggested the WI
might like to help out. If not we could do it ourselves and ask for
donations.
Action
Lynsay will ask Ann Ronksley from the WI if she would like to help and
update at the next meeting.
Bunting – Chris C can get lots of red white and blue bunting.
A programme was suggested and Mike confirmed he will print it. It was
suggested we ask for paid advertising. Nadine said she would ask
some of the business in Tadcaster. Mike said the charges should be
for A5 programme £50 for full page, £30 for half and £25 for quarter. It
was also suggested the programme could have a number on it and it
used as a raffle ticket which could be purchased but given the village
houses free. This needs to be discussed further to clarify this.
Action
All to discuss at the next meeting.
Proposed Stalls/Events – With Actions
Stocks – Chris Cully has feet stocks
Bouncy Castle – Paul C to confirm
Fire Engine – Paul C to confirm
Towton Battle Society – Emily has emailed waiting for a response
Hook a duck - Julie Cully
Tin Can – Julie Cully
Lucky Dip –?
Tug of War - ?
Emily has also emailed a few business/craft people - waiting for replies.
Toilets – Emily to look at costs
Bins – Nigel will source the same as bonfire night and burn at Stewarts.
We all agreed a site meeting would be beneficial as we can measure
the site and plan from there where things would go, Chris Cully said he
will do a plan on his CAD machine. Paul S said he will call Keith and
arrange a site visit for Sunday at 3pm.
Jon left the meeting.

There were lots discussed regarding the event that need to be
finalised. Things mentioned were entrance fee.
How big do we make this event?
Risk assessments/health and safety issues.
We have agreed to meet on Wednesday 26th April, 7.30 to discuss the
summer fete.
Go Carting, Paul confirmed unfortunately he has cancelled this due to
lack of numbers but he will try and re-arrange another.
5. Parish Council News
No update this month.

6. AOB
None
7. Close
Emily thanked everyone for coming.
Date set for the next ordinary SSC meeting Thursday 18th May 7pm in
St. Aidan’s.

